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Welcome to Fizzopolis! Home to the world’s greatest soda pop, Fuzzwonker Fizz, and the Fizzies—fuzzy, fizzy creatures that live
only in Fizzopolis. Join Harold and Floyd in this wacky new illustrated series from bestselling author Patrick Carman and Emmy
Award–winning illustrator Brian Sheesley. Harold Fuzzwonker is an ordinary kid with an extraordinary fizzy friend, Floyd. But
Floyd’s a secret—like a top super-secret. Harold must protect him, as well as the family recipe for Fuzzwonker Fizz, from the evil
Snood Candy Factory. But it’s hard to guard a secret when he’s your best good buddy and he always escapes from your
backpack! Harold chronicles his epic adventures—with a little artistic help from Floyd—that are sure to have Fuzzwonker Fizz
squirting out your nose!
Zoe Parker has an amazing secret -- she can talk to animals and they can talk back! The rescue zoo is Zoe's home -- and her
favorite place in the whole world. When she finds out it might have to close, she is determined to come up with a plan to save it. If
she doesn't, friendly seal pup, Star, might end up homeless!
Zoe Parker has an amazing secret -- she can talk to animals and they can talk back! Newest zoo resident Pip is the cutest penguin
chick Zoe has ever seen. But there's something strange about Pip . . . he doesn't seem to know he's a penguin!
Ten years of infertility issues culminate in the destruction of music therapist Zoe Baxter's marriage, after which she falls in love
with another woman, Vanessa, and wants to start a family; but her ex-husband, Max, in the grips of an anti-gay pastor, stands in
the way. Includes a CD of songs created for the novel. (This title is being re-listed in Forecast). 1.5 million first printing.
It’s up to the Secret Rescuers to outwit Sir Fitzroy and save a baby fox in this fourth book in the adorable Secret Rescuers series.
Poppy loves spending time with a family of magic foxes, especially the little cub. Each of the foxes has three tails and can change
color! But when Sir Fitzroy traps the poor foxes using a horrible machine, Poppy to act fast! Can she stage a midnight rescue and
free the magical animals?
Fantastic series for animal lovers everywhere. Perfect for fans of Holly Webb! Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because
there is always something exciting going on. And Zoe has an amazing secret... She can actually TALK to the animals! Zoe is
delighted that Lottie the baby llama has come to live at the rescue zoo! She'll be the star of the winter show, but can Zoe help
Lottie find some llama friends?
The Lonely Lion Cub
When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe, and her mum
the zoo vet, to settle them into their new home. She's good at this, because she can understand what they say and talk to them,
too. But that's a secret! In the third book in the series, panda twins arrive at the zoo. How will Zoe tell them apart? Because one is
sooo naughty, that's how...

Could a depressed cat resolve the mystery of happiness? Mystic the cat loses everything he thought was the cause of
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his joy and reason for existence when his best friend, an elephant named Bumpa goes missing. Heartbroken, Mystic
decides to search for his lost friend, and regain his happiness. But on his journey, he meets a strange, beautiful black cat
named Freedom who insists he doesn't need Bumpa to be happy, and a terrifying red cat named Trembly who tries to
convince him that happiness is an illusion. Mystic's hope shatters and his worst fears threaten to push him into a
bottomless abyss of pain. Will Mystic have the strength to face his fears? Will he figure out who is trying to help him, and
who his true enemies are? Will he ever see Bumpa, or be truly happy ever again? A cat who emotionally resembles us
all. More than a cat adventure, this practical roadmap will give you the tools necessary to discover a new perspective on
the events of your life. The messages whispered among the chapters will free you from negativity, and strengthen your
self-confidence. Simple yet so powerful, a very worthwhile read that points the way to true happiness. Follow Mystic on
his journey of recovery, and unlock with him the secret to true happiness. Buy your copy today!
Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's always something exciting going on. And Zoe also has an
amazing secret... She can actually TALK to the animals! The little wolf pup won't stop howling. Is he scared? Lonely?
Zoe's got a spooky idea - what if it's because of Halloween...?
A curvy single mom burned by love + a unique half-eagle, half-lion shifter firefighter with a wounded soul + the little boy
who brings them together = one heart-warming romance!Single mom Hayley Parker has always had to face every
parenting challenge on her own -- but when her five-year-old son unexpectedly turns into a lion cub, she finds herself with
more than she can handle. With her little boy stuck up a tree and yowling for help, the only thing she can think to do is
call the fire department...Ex-firefighter Griffin MacCormick has the heart of a lion and the eyes of an eagle -- literally. As a
unique shifter with two inner animals, his battling beasts are slowly tearing his body and soul apart. Forced to retire from
the elite all-shifter Alpha Team by his degenerative condition, he struggles to be content working as a dispatcher... until
one day he takes a call that will change his life.When Griff meets Hayley, both his lion and his eagle instantly recognize
her as their one true mate. But how can he ask Hayley to risk her heart on a dying man, when she's already been
abandoned once in the past? And when Hayley's arrogant lion shifter ex unexpectedly reappears on the scene with a
horrifying demand, how can Griff protect his mate and her cub?This is a sizzling hot, standalone BBW lion/eagle shifter
full-length novel. No cliffhangers!
Brian and Paul venture back in time to try to rescue a collectible baseball card on the Titanic before the ship sinks.
"Stay tuned for further gassy exploits." - Booklist, starred review Jam-packed with potty humor, feats of bravery, and
magical friendships, Fart Quest by bestselling author Aaron Reynolds and illustrator Cam Kendell is perfect for every
young hero looking for a wild adventure. After their masters are vaporized in a goblin battle gone bad, Fart, Pan, and
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Moxie—three lowly apprentices—decide to impersonate their mentors and pick up the mantle as heroes of the realm. But
they need more than a fancy robe, magic staff, and book of magical beasts to be real heroes. They need a quest! So
when The Great and Powerful Kevin puts out a call for help, seeking the coveted Golden Llama and its magical golden
fart, young Fart and his friends jump at the chance and embark on a journey they were destined for. This title has
Common Core connections.
A brand new adventure for the Hundred-Mile-an-Hour Dog!
When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe and
her mum, the zoo's vet, to settle them into their new home. Zoe's good at this, because she can understand what they
say and talk to them, too. But that's a secret In this second book, a tiny penguin arrives at the zoo. He's really cute, but a
bit of a puzzle - he just doesn't seem to know he's a penguin
At Zoe's Rescue Zoo only the cutest, cuddliest animals need apply! Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because
there's always something exciting going on. And Zoe also has an amazing secret... She can actually TALK to the
animals! Ruby the red panda is full of energy but sometimes she can be a bit naughty. With the zoo competing for a
special winter award, can Ruby impress the judge ... or will her enthusiasm place her in danger? Another fantastic title in
the perfect series for young animal lovers, beautifully illustrated throughout by Sophy Williams. Have you read Zoe's
other adventures? The Lonely Lion Cub The Puzzled Penguin The Silky Seal Pup The Eager Elephant The Lucky Snow
Leopard The Pesky Polar Bear The Cuddly Koala The Wild Wolf Pup The Happy Hippo The Sleepy Snowy Owl The
Scruffy Sea Otter The Picky Puffin The Giggly Giraffe The Curious Kangaroo The Super Sloth The Little Llama The
Messy Meerkat The Helpful Hedgehog
Zoe Parker has an amazing secret -- she can talk to animals and they can talk back! Zoe is delighted that her great uncle Horace has brought
home two new animals for the Rescue Zoo: a beautiful snow leopard and her fuzzy cub Ali. Even more exciting is the news that soon there
will be three snow leopards -- Ali is about to be a big brother!
Drake travels back in time to save a Dragon Master!
When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe and her mum, the zoo vet,
to settle them into their new home. She's good at this because she can understand what they say and talk to them. But that's a secret
Zoe is delighted that her great uncle Horace has brought home two new animals for the Rescue Zoo: a beautiful snow leopard and her fuzzy
cub Ali. Even more exciting is the news that soon there will be three snow leopards -- Ali is about to be a big brother!
This wet, wild, and hilariously illustrated story from a New York Times bestselling author takes readers on a wacky adventure that spirals out
of control as soon as our pet hero discovers a narwhal hanging out in his bedroom. Rex Dexter is cursed . . . with brains . . . and daring . . .
and more than his fair share of devilish good looks. But also with an actual curse: dead animals keep showing up in his bedroom, wanting him
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to solve their murders. After successfully sleuthing a series of endangered animal assassinations, Rex is pretty sure he's home free,
spiritually speaking. But that's when he finds a two thousand pound narwhal in his beanbag chair. And this tough guy is dead. And super
crabby about it. Fishy business is at hand. And as if that's not bad enough, Rex's mom has a stressful new job. His new teacher may be part
of a Russian hit squad. His best friend Darvish is distracted by a role-playing game. And, horror of horrors, Rex may accidentally have a
girlfriend. Rex Dexter is neck-deep in dead pet problems. And he's determined to solve them. Or let his best friend Darvish die trying.
"Snowy the polar bear has lots of party ideas and is being a bit bossy. Can Zoe show the other animals that Snowy only wants to have fun?"-Henry the hippo turns up at the zoo after his mother dies. But the zoo already has a hippo and horrible Mr Pinch wants to send Henry away!
Zoe can't bear to see the little hippo homeless, so she comes up with a hiptastic plan!
When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe, and her mum, the zoo vet,
to settle them into their new home. Zoe's very good at this, because she can understand what they say and talk to them, too. But that's a
secret! Puffins are Zoe's favourite ever animal, so when Piper arrives at the Rescue Zoo, Zoe is very happy to help her settle in. But Piper is
very picky! She doesn't like her enclosure ... or her burrow ... or even her food! Can Zoe and Meep work out what is making Piper the puffin
so picky, and come up with a plan to make the little puffin feel happy in her new home?

Mother Fox asked her little daughter to go hunting and get some food for the very first time in her life. The little fox decided to
catch the Sun since it looked very appetizing. Going in search of it, the girl had no idea she would meet a little toad Loudcroak who
would become her faithful friend. This charming adventure story is filled with kindness, courage, and faith, teaching children how
true friendship overcomes any obstacles.
A tiny, abandoned lion cub has been rescued and brought to the zoo. He's scared and he's lonely. Zoe has a plan to help, but it's a
risky business.
At Zoe's Rescue Zoo only the cutest, cuddliest animals need apply! Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's
always something exciting going on. And Zoe also has an amazing secret... She can actually TALK to the animals! Zoe is thrilled
to welcome a new animal to the rescue zoo - an adorable tiger cub! The talkative cub loves to make friends but his stories are
keeping the other animals awake all night. Can Zoe come up with a sleepover solution that makes everyone happy? Another
fantastic title in the perfect series for young animal lovers, beautifully illustrated throughout by Sophy Williams. Have you read
Zoe's other adventures? The Lonely Lion CubThe Puzzled PenguinThe Silky Seal PupThe Eager ElephantThe Lucky Snow
LeopardThe Pesky Polar BearThe Cuddly KoalaThe Wild Wolf PupThe Happy HippoThe Sleepy Snowy OwlThe Scruffy Sea
OtterThe Picky PuffinThe Giggly GiraffeThe Curious KangarooThe Super SlothThe Little LlamaThe Messy MeerkatThe Helpful
HedgehogThe Rowdy Red Panda
- The stunning fourth book in the Remembering Wildlife charity series - The aim of the creators is to make the most beautiful
photographic book ever seen on a species and to use that to raise awareness of the plight facing that animal and also funds to
protect it - Features images generously donated by many of the world's top wildlife photographers (including six overall winners of
Wildlife Photographer of the Year) - All profits from the sale of this book will be donated to projects working to protect lions in Africa
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The history of lions has been entwined with mankind for millions of years and they are surely the most celebrated of all animals.
But, thanks to that same mankind who professes to revere them, their numbers have declined by half in the last quarter of a
century alone. Wild lions are now just found in sub-Saharan Africa and a small pocket in India, with only around 20,000 left. The
rapid reduction in the number of lions is one of the least-known stories in conservation, because their slaughter often happens out
of sight. This book aims to open the eyes of the world to their plight before it's too late. Remembering Lions is the fourth book in
the Remembering Wildlife fundraising series, which has so far raised more than USD $800,000 for conservation. The aim of the
creators is to make the most beautiful book ever seen on a species and use that to raise awareness of the plight facing that animal
and funds to protect it. Each book is full of images generously donated by many of the world's top wildlife photographers. All profits
from the sale of this book will be donated to projects working to protect lions in Africa.
Fantastic series for animal lovers everywhere. Perfect for fans of Holly Webb! When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and
homeless animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe, and her mum, the zoo vet, to settle them into their new home.
She's good at this, because she can understand what they say and talk to them, too. But that's a secret. In the fourth book in the
series, a sad little seal pup arrives at the zoo. But how can Zoe welcome him to the zoo if the zoo might be closing down?
Cookies features 60+ recipes for one of America’s favorite sweet treats, from classic favorites to fresh, fun, and contemporary
creations. Chewy, crunchy, gooey, or crumbly, choose from a delectable collection of drop cookies, sandwich cookies, cut-out
cookies, brownies, and bars—like cinnamon-y snickerdoodles; chocolate sweetheart sandwiches; lemon squares studded with
coconut; brownies covered in gooey chocolate frosting; rainbow sugar cookies; and cookie cutouts decorated with every kind of
sprinkle! In addition to essential baking tips and safety knowhow, discover fun skills like piping and flooding icing, making natural
food dyes, and rolling and storing dough like a pro. Whether you want to bake the perfect after-school snack, fun desserts for a
party, or a dozen special treats to gift and share, this beautifully photographed collection of recipes will inspire you to bake cookies
for any and every occasion. This guide has everything you’ll need to become an expert cookie maker in no time. So grab your
friends, your rolling pin, and get baking!
From New York Times bestselling author Mac Barnett and Geisel Award-winning illustrator Greg Pizzoli, an uproarious early
reader series about a mischievous rabbit, a cranky old lady, and a lovable dog. Jack, Rex, and the Lady visit the zoo. But when
Jack gets hungry, he sneaks into a koala's cage to steal some snacks. In a case of mistaken identity, the Lady takes the koala
home and leaves Jack stuck in the cage. How will Jack escape, and will the Lady and Rex be happier with the new Jack?
Welcome to the laugh-out-loud and irreverent world of Jack, a new early reader series by the New York Times bestselling and
award-winning team of Mac Barnett and Greg Pizzoli.
The newest member of the zoo, Bertie the baby elephant, gets into
Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's always something exciting going on. And Zoe also has an amazing secret... She
can actually TALK to the animals! Max the meerkat loves to dig tunnels and go exploring, and so do his baby brothers and sisters! With the
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big treasure hunt coming up, can Zoe find a way to keep the messy meerkat family out of trouble?
At Zoe's Rescue Zoo only the cutest, cuddliest animals need apply! Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's always
something exciting going on. And Zoe also has an amazing secret... She can actually TALK to the animals! When Zoe's school friends visit
the rescue zoo to pick a class animal, Hugo the hedgehog wants to help. But he keeps getting into trouble! Can Zoe find a way for Hugo to be
helpful? Another fantastic title in the perfect series for young animal lovers, beautifully illustrated throughout by Sophy Williams. Have you
read Zoe's other adventures? The Lonely Lion Cub, The Puzzled Penguin, The Silky Seal Pup, The Eager Elephant, The Lucky Snow
Leopard, The Pesky Polar Bear, The Cuddly Koala, The Wild Wolf Pup, The Happy Hippo, The Sleepy Snowy Owl, The Scruffy Sea Otter,
The Picky Puffin, The Giggly Giraffe, The Curious Kangaroo, The Super Sloth, The Little Llama, The Messy Meerkat
At Zoe's Rescue Zoo only the cutest, cuddliest animals need apply! Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's always
something exciting going on. And Zoe also has an amazing secret... She can actually TALK to the animals! When Raina the reindeer and her
family arrive, it looks like Christmas at the zoo will be the best one yet. But after Raina runs away and ends up in an accident, she's not sure
she'll be a very good Christmas reindeer. Can Zoe change Raina's mind and help her to spread Christmas cheer after all? Another fantastic
title in the perfect series for young animal lovers, beautifully illustrated throughout by Sophy Williams. Have you read Zoe's other adventures?
The Lonely Lion Cub The Puzzled Penguin The Silky Seal Pup The Eager Elephant The Lucky Snow Leopard The Pesky Polar Bear The
Cuddly Koala The Wild Wolf Pup The Happy Hippo The Sleepy Snowy Owl The Scruffy Sea Otter The Picky Puffin The Giggly Giraffe The
Curious Kangaroo The Super Sloth The Little Llama The Messy Meerkat The Helpful Hedgehog The Rowdy Red Panda The Talkative Tiger
Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's always something exciting going on. And Zoe also has an amazing secret... She
can actually TALK to the animals! Something very exciting has happened at the Rescue Zoo - a giraffe has just been born! Jamie the baby
giraffe's wobbly walk on his long legs makes everyone laugh, and he just loves to play tricks! But his tricks can cause trouble, and with the
Best Zoo Competition coming up, can Zoe help Jamie behave AND have fun?
Zoe loves living at her uncle's rescue zoo because there's always something exciting going on. And Zoe also has an amazing secret... She
can actually TALK to the animals! Zoe is super-excited to welcome a new animal to the zoo - a sleepy sloth called Sabina. But the little sloth
is behaving very strangely ... and it's up to Zoe to find out what's going on!
Zoe Parker has an amazing secret -- she can talk to animals and they can talk back! Her special talent comes in handy at her great uncle's
animal rescue zoo. At the rescue zoo, injured or endangered animals have a safe place to live. When a very lonely lion cub arrives, Zoe has a
plan to help him, but it means taking a big risk!
Fantastic series for animal lovers everywhere. Perfect for fans of Holly Webb! When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost and homeless
animals from his travels around the globe, it falls to Zoe, and her mum, the zoo vet, to settle them into their new home. She's good at this,
because she can understand what they say and talk to them, too. But that's a secret! In this first book, a tiny lion cub comes to stay at the zoo
and Zoe must ask Leonard, the grumpy old lion, for his help.
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